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1.1

Learning Objectives

After completion of this unit you will able to understand:
 the concept of Authorship
 the concepts like piracy, copyright
 to get information about and copy-left
With above mentioned learning objectives, this unit will help you to understand how
internet and social media have caused the dynamic change in using and distributing
information and other issues involved in it.

1.2

Introduction

Before trying to understand what is copy right, piracy and copy left, let’s think about
some situations.
1.

India has a rich tradition of folk art. We know thousands of folk songs and folk
stories in different Indian languages. We do not know the names of those creators.
And we still use/tell/share those songs/stories without knowing the author.

2.

We all watch movies. It is considered as a team work. Do you have any idea how
does it start? It starts with a writer, who writes the story. It could be fictional or
based on a real incident. When the person is writing the story she owns it. It is her
work and she has the right of that idea. Then she approaches to the production
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house to make the film. If the production house likes the story then the screenplay
writer comes into the picture. Screenplay writer develops the story further, keeping
the target audience in mind. Then the director shoots the film as per the screenplay.
The director’s word is final while shooting it. And after the releases, we as an
audience watch the film on big (and these days mobile’s smallest) screen. Now, the
big question is finally who owns the rights of movie? Is it the write? Is it the
screenplay writer? Is it the producer or the director? What if the writer of the story
decides to publish it as a novel? The publisher publishes it as a book. Does it mean
he/she owns the rights of the book? When it comes to film, the production house of
the film, owns the rights of the film. When write submits her story to the
production house, she has to give up her rights too. When it comes to the novel, the
publication house does not own the rights of the book; the writer continues to own
it. And hence, any form of re-production or use of the story needs writer’s
permission.
3.

Let’s take another example. If you want to get some information related to
anything. What is the first thing you would do? You will search it on Google. And
you will get dozens of pages/links of websites from where you can get desired
information. You will certainly copy the text without any hesitation. You are
almost convinced that whatever information available on internet is for you. You
will not have any doubts about that.

Now, let’s try to differentiate between above mentioned situations. In first, we are not
aware of the author/creator, and still we share the folk stories and that is the reason why
those stories are still with us passing from one generation to next. In second situation,
the author is clear and hence, we know to whom credit should be given. In third
situation, we are aware about the author/host of the information we are using, but still
we do not take them seriously enough to give the credit.
After invention of the printing technology, the mass production of all kinds of literature
has increased. And hence the issue of copy right came into the picture. Today, because
of internet and advanced mobile and web technologies, getting access to somebody’s
work is easy and anybody can copy that and can be used for various purposes. Some
scholars believe that because of internet there is a death of an author. Authors do not
get their due credit. Hence all the creative work like writings, paintings, photographs,
music should be protected. The original creator should get the recognition for his/her
work and hence to copyright rights are important. The other details are below.
In this unit we are going to understand the intellectual rights, copy right and copy left in
detail.
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1.3. Basic concepts
Before going further, it is important to understand some of the basic concept like
author, rights, intellectual rights, copy-right and then copy-left. Let’s first try to
understand them first. Earlier talking about these issues was easy but today, in social
media era, the process is more complex than one can imagine. Imagine you have
written a poem and somebody claims as the writer of that poem. Imagine, you have
clicked a beautiful picture and somebody steels it from you late presents it as his/her
own work. What will be your reaction? You will find more information related to these
questions in following points.

1.3.1 Authorship
In this case, author is the creator of the creative work. It could be a painting, literary or
musical piece or photographs or illustrations and other creative work. She/he owns the
rights of the creative work. Before the invention of technology, the issue of authorship
was not complex. But after inventions like printing technology, camera, photocopy
machine, scanner and then internet and advanced mobile and web technologies
everything has changed and made the authorship issues more complex and needed legal
protection.

1.3.2 Intellectual Rights
All kinds of original creative work like literary, artistic, musical and pictures enjoy
rights over it. This right is known as intellectual property right. The rights are basically
encouraging variety of creation of intellectual work. Intellectual property rights is
governing the use of creations of the human mind, says legalservicesindia.com. It
includes all types of rights like patent, copyright, trademarks (including logo, name,
symbol, colour and sound), trade dress, industrial designs and other related things.
It is a much needed legal protection offered to the creative work and creators from
unauthorized copying and illegal distribution of that creative work. Advances in the
technology have made this process complex. According to International convention for
the protection of industrial property (Paris Convention) the various categories have
been given as intellectual property.
As per the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) following is
the list of property rights:
1) Copyright and Related Rights:
2) Right of traders in their trade marks.
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3) Right of manufacturers & producers on geographical indication in relation to such
products and produce.
4) Right of designers for their distinctive design striking to the eye.
5) Patents: legal registration for any invention or new product.
6) Right of computer technologist for their layout design of integrated circuits.
7) Right of businessmen for protection of their undisclosed information on technology
and management.

1.4 Piracy
The act of illegal copying stealing and distribution and selling of proprietary content
such as software, music, or movies is known as piracy. It is done without consent of the
original creator/author. It is one of the problems got more serious in digital age. This
has caused serious issues regarding intellectual rights. Piracy is the most common
problem in movies and software and graphics.
If we look at the usage of the word, in medieval era the word was used to describe the
act of looting the belongings of other. Today it is used as illegal act for stealing the
information.
In an article published on smallbusiness.chorn.com (2019), David Sarokin writes, that
the online streaming services like Netflix and Amazon lost about $50 billion a year
from pirated content. Illegal copying and streaming of movies and television shows also
leads to substantial losses, estimated to climb to $52 billion a year by 2022. Music
piracy costs the industry about $12 billion a year, according to the Recording Industry
Association of America’. In India, to curb the piracy of films and piracy in general, an
amendment to the Indian Cinematograph Act is proposed (commonly known as ‘anticamcording legislation’). Many websites use protected content without even citing the
original sources. In India, in 2014, the Delhi High Court had asked to block the access
of 218 rogue and pirated websites on a suit brought by Sony Pictures Networks Private
Limited for impending digital piracy threat during the FIFA World Cup 2014. After this
seminal development in Indian jurisprudence on website blocking orders, a number of
similar orders have been passed by various High Courts to protect the valuable rights of
the rights holders. However, there were bottlenecks in the enforcement of these orders.
We can talk about films as an example.
Piracy is a big issue regarding to movies. Indian film industry has suffered a lot because
of the piracy. Film gets pirated even before the official release. Following are some of
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the popular sites to pirate movies are – If we are using them, we are also part of the
piracy.
•

The ‘YTS’ domains

•

The Pirate Bay

•

Torrentz2

•

Filmywap

•

Todaypk

•

Bolly4

•

Tamilrockers

1.4.1 Types of Piracy
1.

Counterfeiting: It is the illegal acquisition, duplication and distribution of
copyrighted material.

2.

Internet piracy: it is the act of downloading a file or film from Internet or getting
online software as free download.

3.

End-user Piracy: It is an act of illegally reproducing software which is legally
protected.

4.

Client-Server overuse: In a computer network, when number of clients is
exceeded then the overuse is also a type of piracy.

5.

Hard Disc loading: it happens when computers get sold but with copied software.

1.4.2 Why does it happen?
There is a system to secure the rights in digital world. The Digital Rights Management
y system works on it. And despite of advances in technology, the Intellectual property
rights (IPR) holders are simply unable to combat and contain the menace of piracy. The
nature of the medium (internet) creates space to piracy. Following are the reasons why
piracy happens:
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is easy to distribute content widely using Internet.
One can hide his/her identity on internet while involved in illegal act.
In this digital era the distinction between original and reproduction (of any work)
has become more slippery, more fugitive.
Easy access to the original copyrighted material
No cost (or minimum cost) required for piracy.
No uniformity in laws across the world to protect the content.
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•

The distinction between original and reproduction becomes more slippery, more
fugitive.

1.4.3 How to deal it with Piracy?
In a digital era when everything is open and accessible, eradication of digital piracy
may never be absolutely possible; however, there are some steps can be taken to
significantly reduce the piracy and safeguard the protected work. Following are the
steps one can take to curb the piracy:
1.

Registration of your work: It is important to register your original work under the
copyright act as soon as possible. Once you get the legal protection then it becomes
easy to fight against piracy. It is like a public record of your work.

2.

Copyright notice: you should put copy right notice on your work. This way we
can tell the user that the work is legally protected. It can be done by putting
watermark on it (Watermark is the name of the creator or the title of the work or
can be a name of the website or some symbol)

3.

Co-ordinate with others: one cannot fight against piracy alone. But together all
the creator’s may do that. Working with other publishers, website hosts or
creator’s, copy right owners, either as an association or individually can help to
understand the threats and precautions better way. Sharing the issues and
discussing for solutions may help.

4.

Taking professional help: These days, there are online monitoring services, one
can take help from them to check what is happening with your content on your
website.

5.

Work with Government bodies: State and local government agencies may help
you to control the piracy. For that you need to work in coordination with them and
you have to take the first step and seek their help.

6.

Alternative business plan: Find out why piracy is happening. Pirates may be your
potential consumers but you may not be accessible or affordable to them and that is
why they are going for piracy. If you can work on your business plan then it may
help you.

For more details you can visit:
https://www.bookbusinessmag.com/article/10-ways-combat-online-piracy/all/
The digital age raises this confusion exponentially. Earlier there was machinery which
was used to copy and separate machinery being used to reproduce. Think of the
typewriter and the photocopying machine. But now the laptop on which we type and
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create the file, the same laptop is being used to reproduce the material. The two
processes become conflated. Along with social media, the distribution also became
hassle-free. Today cut and paste no longer involves scissors or library paste but is
instant, is seamless, leaves the thing from which it was cut intact, is pasted without any
trace into the new work– The distinction between original and reproduction becomes
more difficult to identify.

1.5

Copyright

It is a type of intellectual property right. This helps to protect the original work of the
author. Intellectual human creation is legally protected because of copy right. Copyright
law provides exclusive and monopoly right to the creator/author/owner of “original”
literary, dramatic, musical, artistic works, cinematograph films. Computer Software is
considered literary work; hence it is also protectable under copyrights.
Copyright gives the producer/creator an exclusive right legally to print, publish,
perform, film, or record literary, artistic, or musical material, and to authorize someone
else to do it. Following are some acts for which one can have copy right.
a) Rights of artists, painters, musicians sculptors, photographers, and authors for
copyright in their works;
b) Rights of computer programs whether in source or object code for a copyright in
their programs and compilation data;
c) Rights of performers producers of phonogram’s and broadcasting organizations in
respect of fixation on their programs for copyright in their work.
The concept of copyright didn’t exist until after the invention of the printing press. It
didn’t have to. There was no need to protect things from being copied when there was
no technology other than the pen for such copying.

1.5.1 History of copyright law in India
The Copyright Law of India an imitation of copyright law of England. It was enacted
by the British colony.
The first copyright act of India was enacted in 1847, during the regime of East India
Company. As per the act, the term of copyright was either, for the lifetime of author
plus 7 years or 42 years. The government had the power to grant the publishing license
after the death of the author if the owner of the copyright refused permission. All suits
and infringement related to copyright came under the jurisdiction of the highest local
civil court. The act was replaced by the copyright act of 1914.
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The act of 1914 was considered as the first modern copyright law of India. It was the
first law to include all works of art and literature under the ambit of copyright. It was a
replica of the English law of 1911. It was done by the British to ease the passage of
literature over colonial subcontinent.
The Copyright Act of 1957 came into force on the 21st of January, 1958 replacing the
1911 act. The act besides amending the copyright law also introduced milestone
changes such as provisions for setting up copyright office under the control of Registrar
of copyright for registration of books and other works of art. It also established a
copyright board to deal with the disputes relating to copyright.
In the year 2012, the law was amended. The amendment was done through the
Copyright Amendment) Act 2012. India is a member of most of the important
international conventions governing the area of copyright law, including the Berne
Convention of 1886 (as modified at Paris in 1971), the Universal Copyright Convention
of 1951, the Rome Convention of 1961 and the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). Initially, India was not a member of the WIPO
Copyright Treaty (WCT) and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT)
but subsequently entered the treaty in 2013

1.5.2 Internet and copyright
The Internet has been one of the major threats to copyright for a long time. The
information available on the internet has varying degrees of copyright protection. The
ocean of information available on the internet makes it difficult to determine whether
the work is duplication or copy of the protected work. It is a common myth that the
information accessed via the internet on a public domain can be copied freely. However
it not so, unless the information has been made available by the government, or the
term for copyright has expired, or the holder of the copyright has surrendered his right.
Copyright violation on social media platforms can be in the form of:
1.

Re-posting, saving or sharing of works protected under Copyright

2.

Re-posting and calming ownership or creation rights of already protected work

3.

Using the content available on the platform without the owner`s prior
permission

1.5.3 Types of Copyright violation
Following is the list of types of copyright violation:
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1.

Downloading and uploading: Downloading or uploading pirated copy of any
protected material/software/musical piece is illegal.

2.

Derivative work: Two or more programs are compiled together to create new
work then it causes the infringement or violation of copyright.

3.

Hot-linking: If you are using protected image from one website on your website
by linking that image with original website, then this is also amounts to copyright
violation.

4.

Audio-video work: Copying an audio or video file through companies that are
involved in Peer to Peer file sharing (P2P) of any digital music shall also amount to
a violation.

5.

Multimedia work: This is a wide term and consists of various categories like text,
image, sound, video, graphics and live videos. Generally, Copyright protection is
available to multimedia under literary (software program), artistic (images),
cinematographic films (films or videos), dramatic (plays), sound recording
(musical works) and photographs. Protection of rights of the creators and owner of
the Copyright becomes difficult due to the variety of rights available to copyright
owners under the ambit of multimedia.

6.

Software: Software piracy is one of the major reasons for copyright infringement.
It involves unauthorized copying, distributing of copyrighted software. Software
Piracy involves: copying, exporting, renting, and selling the software.

1.5.4 Duration of copyright protection under the Copyright Act 1957
Literary
Lifetime of the author+60 years from the beginning of the calendar year next following
the year in which is author’s dies
Dramatic
Musical
Artistic Work
Anonymous and pseudonymous work
Until 60 years from the beginning of the calendar years next following the year in
which the work is first published
Cinematograph film
Sound records
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Government work
Public undertaking
International agencies photographs
In India, there are some exceptions to the copy rights. It is related to fair dealing and
fair use of the content. For following purposes anybody can use protected work:
1.

Private or personal use: it includes research and academic purpose

2.

When work is used for criticism or review

3.

Reporting of current events and current affairs

1.6 Copy-left
Once we understand the concept of copy right then it is easy to understand the term
Copy left. It is the practice to grant the right to freely distribute and modify intellectual
property. But it is important to protect to those rights in derivative works created from
that property. In simple words, the work can be used to freely distribute but cannot be
used to make new program/work from the protected work.
It is used in the works ranging from computer software to documents, art, scientific
discoveries and even certain patents. It is a term that first appeared in the Tiny BASIC
program written by Dr. Li-Chen Wang in 1976.
Copyleft is like an agreement for a user using the copyleft work, specifically for
software. As per the terms of copyleft, any person has right to freely use, distribute,
modify software code but at the same time the user must donate the modified version of
the software code under similar terms and condition to freely use, distribute and modify
the modified version. This kind of software is called copyleft software. Thus, Copyleft
ensures:
•

Software available is royalty free

•

Source codes must be disclosed

•

Freedom to modify the software

Anybody redistributing the modified version will provide similar independence to
others for freely using, redistributing, and making alteration in that software so that the
whole community is benefited.
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Richard Stallmen have written about GNU, General Public License (GPL) in 1988, this
is a popular example of copy-left.
Stallman took note and used the idea of copyleft to formulate the first GNU General
Public License (GPL) in 1988. In next unit we will have more information regarding
this. GPL is known as copy-left software. Creative Commons share-alike is another
copy-left license for documents and pictures.
Following are some of the popular copy-left licenses:
Popular copyleft license:
• Mozilla Public License – Currently in version 2, the Mozilla Public License (MPL)
requires developers to make source code available on release but doesn’t enforce the
same requirements on other proprietary components.
• Eclipse Public License – Published by the Eclipse Foundation, the EPL 1.0 license is
similar to the GPL but allows users to link to proprietary code without publishing the
source code.
• Open Software License – A simple to understand license for a wide range of
projects. Like the AGPL, users of the Open Source License 3.0 will need to disclose
their source code when distributing the software.
• Microsoft Reciprocal License – This license only allows for sublicensing products
with other licenses that comply with the Microsoft Reciprocal License. Files using
this license will remain closed, but all other files should be open and available to
other users.
For a more comprehensive list of copy-left licenses, you can visit;
https://tldrlegal.com/license/microsoft-reciprocal-license-(ms-rl)
In next unit we will get more information about open source. After reading this unit
now, you must have understood the problems created after the arrival of internet. But at
the same time, we must realize that the solutions to these problems are also provided by
the internet. So, next time be aware of piracy and copy rights.
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1.7 Check your progress
1. What do you understand by piracy?
2. Explain why piracy happens.
3. Write the importance of copy right.
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2.1 Learning Objectives
After completion of this unit you will able to understand:
 The concept of open source
 To talk about the impact of open source
 To explain the advantages and disadvantages of open source
With above mentioned objectives, this unit will help you to understand the details about
open source, why it is becoming more popular and what is the future of the open source

2.2

Introduction

If we want some images on some random topic, these days we search it on Google, the
commonly used search engine. Then we use whichever image we like, without thinking
about copyright. (We have seen this concept in last unit) To avoid copy right
infringement, is there any other option? Yes. We can use open source. Try Creative
Commons search.
When we want to buy a mobile phone or laptop, what are the things do we check?
Normally we check the price, resolution, processing unit, ram, memory and some other
things. But we never think about the software used in the laptop or operating system in
mobile phone. Do we even think about the originality or functionality of the software or
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operating system? Both these things are the basic and the most important parts of any
laptop or mobile. It is because of that software and operating system our laptop or
mobile phone function properly. Many of us may not have knowledge about it.
Today, the most popular mobile operating system is Android. It owns by Google. It is
one of the most dominant players in the world. It occupies almost 85% of the
smartphones in the world. But you will be surprised to know that Android operating
system is based on the Linux operating system, which is a good example of open
source. In this unit, we are going to get more details about this.

2.3 What is open source?
As the name suggests, open source is something open to all. It is the term basically used
for publically accessible applications or programmes in which the source code is open
to all. Source code is available to all to use, to modify and to share. It works under an
open source license and usually free of cost. It is possible because of change in the
technology.
Any software is made up of different types of source codes developed by the
programmers. This can be a person, a group of professionals and or some organization.
They control and manage that source code and the software made up of it too. It is
known as ‘closed source’ software. Only people who have developed that source code
can have access to it. And only they can copy, share and modify the code, whenever
necessary. The source code is not accessible to others to make any changes. Microsoft
Office is an example of closed and proprietary software. The functioning of any device
(be it a mobile phone or laptop) is dependent of source code. The
programmers/developers can improve the functioning of the device by adding new
features to the code. In closed source it is done by the company/that particular person.
But what is the source code is open to all to improve?
Some programmers believe in openness, participation and decentralization of ideas.
They believe that knowledge should be free without any limitation. And those likeminded people come together from all corners of the world and they work on codes
collectively without coming together physically. They share their ideas, experiences,
opinions and develop software with coding. The codes are open to all to make
modifications. Open source is freely available to use and to share. The open source
code is available to other and hence anybody can have access to designs, documents
and content of the product. Everything is permissible to use, to share and to modify.
Initially it was used in term of software but later it expanded in many fields like
content, designs and collaboration and licenses. Open source software and other
products are released under open source license as the part of open source software
movement.
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Whenever we use mobile phones or laptop to check websites, email or listen to online
music or watch any web series online or play any multiplayer video game our device
connect with the global network of computers. It is possible because of open source
software. Open source software direct and transmit the data to our device.
Open source licensing encourages collaboration and sharing of knowledge as the
programmers believe that the knowledge should be accessible to all, without any
restriction.

2.3.1 Is open source free?
No, it is not. As the name suggest, many might think thatopen source is free, but in
reality it is not. The name and definition of open source cause this confusion among
common users. The cost factor is same to open source applications just like the
proprietary applications. Open source applications are free to use and share but there
could be other hidden charges in the form of software support or software services
instead of direct software use. You may need hardware to use the particular open source
software. Also you may need to train your employees; there could be other charges of
maintenance and other supporting system. Like this, there could be no charge to use the
software but other hidden charges you may need pay for. And hence it is not free.
Companies that make open source application make money out this. And by keeping it
open those companies can assure the users about the error free and collaborative
application. World’s most popular giant Google have also launched open source
application TensorFlow, application for Artificial Intelligence. Google believed that
when thousands of outsiders/programmers participate in the making and modifying,
Google believed that this has helped the company to improve its functioning.

2.3.2 History of Open Source
Richard Stallman started a movement known as ‘free software’ in 1983. He was
working with MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. He created a free alternative to
Unix operating system (also known as AT&T) The first free alternative software
developed by Stallman is known as GNU. It was free to use, modify and share to all
users. He released its code under a license known as GNU public license. As a reader
we must understand that the code was free and not the software made based on it.
Sharing the code with others made it possible to earn by pricing the software.
Soon, Linus Torvalds, Finnish Programmer joined Stallman to make Linux operating
system in 1991. Linux was much better than GNU. Some programmers combined both
these software to make functional operating system. This became popular and many
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started using GPL license to make free tools and applications. Alongside, some started
creating proprietary products by using free code.
In 1998, a group of programmers came together to discuss the idea of free code and
open collaboration and they started to use the term Open source. The term was
introduced by Christine Peterson. For them, open source was about promotion, sharing
and collaboration with the code.
Red Hat started to sell support for open source technology like Lunix and when in
1999, it went public with IPO successfully and showed how open source can make
money. In 2004, the programming tool Ruby on Rail, developed by David Heinemeier
Hansson, became popular and was an inspiration of services like Twitter and
Kickstarter. During 2005-06, along with Yahoo, other companies like Facebook,
Twitter and eBay started to contribute to the open source data-crunching system.
And in 2008, Google launched its first Android phones based on open source. Now, be
it Google or Microsoft, most of the companies use open source (codes, license and
software) for various purposes. Recently, IBM bought the Red Hat with investing huge
amount of money.

2.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Open Source
2.4.1 Advantages of Open Source
If you have understood the concept of open source software then following are the
advantages of it:
1.

Open to all: Open source software are open to all, no one company owns it. This is
one of the reasons why it is popular among its users. Anybody with the knowledge
of coding and software can work on it and contribute to the programming.

2.

Flexible: Open source software are more convenient to use as compare to the
proprietary software. Open source software offers flexibility in use. One can use it
and modify it as per the need. With the help of the good programming developer,
one can make best out of the open source software to meet all the needs.

3.

Control: Users/developers can have more control over Open source. Users can use
it for many purposes and they can make changes into the source code. This facility
of control makes open sources are more popular.

4.

Security: Open source is more secure than proprietary software. As many people
are involved in the process, finding the error and fixing it is very easy here. Any
user can identify, fix the problem (which original authors may have missed) and
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modify the software for better use. As there are many examiners, detection of
problem is easy. This provides great security to the users.
5.

Continuity: Unlike proprietary software, many people across the globe are
working on the open source so there is no issue about the updated version of the
software. It automatically makes all the necessary changes. When proprietary
software gets out of market, nothing much can be done. In open source it gets
updated by the users immediately.

6.

Reliability: Open source codes and applications are built upon professional,
trustworthy and reliable languages like HTML, Java, C++ Hence one can be
assured about the quality of the software.

2.4.2 Disadvantages of open source
Open source is getting more and more popular due to its benefits but it does
have some disadvantages ranging from the hidden cost to other complex issues.
Following is the list of some of the major disadvantages of open source:
1.

Compatibility issues: Many open source software may not open with the
proprietary driver or equipment due to compatibility issues. e.g. iPhone has inbuilt
applications and will not open on other phones also some applications can’t be
used on iPhone.

2.

Hidden Cost: The open source software looks free but there could be service and
suport charges which may not be disclosed. These hidden charges could be a major
factor for some users.

3.

Liabilities and warranties: The closed and proprietary software gives some kind
of warranties to the customers as a standard practice. And hence the company is
responsible for the rights, license and proper functioning of the software. In case of
open software there is no liability involved also there is no protection and limited
warranty is provided. This is another major factor one has to consider.

4.

May not be easy to use: Some Open source applications may not be easy-to-use or
it could be complex which may cause issue in adoption of those applications.

2.5 Popular examples of open source
As a student of media and communication, you should know which applications are
free to use without caring for copy right. If you want to create your blog or use images
for your blog or want create video using multimedia which are the open source
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application? Following is the list of some popular open source software for your
information:
Open source office software
•

Abiword - word processing tool

•

Open Office.org - business productivity suite

•

Libre Office - business productivity suite

•

CiviCRM - customer relationship management

•

vTiger CRM Open Source - customer relationship management

•

MySQL - database

Open source accounting software
•

GNU cash - small business accounting and personal finance software

•

SQL Ledger - web-based enterprise resource planning system

•

Front Accounting - accounting and enterprise resource planning software

•

Compiere - accounting, CRM and ERP

Open source operating systems
•
GNU/Linux (various versions or distributions include Debian, Fedora, Gentoo,
Ubuntu and Red Hat) - operating system
•

FreeBSD - operating system

•

Android - mobile phone platform

Open source website software
•

Wordpress - blog hosting platform

•

Alfresco Community Editions - enterprise content management system

•

Joomla - enterprise content management system

•

Drupal - enterprise content management system

•

PrestaShop - ecommerce website platform

•

Apache - web server software
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Open source browsers and communication applications
•

Juice Receiver - podcasting

•

Mozilla Firefox - web browser

•

Mozilla Thunderbird - email client

•

Pidgin - instant messaging

•

Zimbra - email and collaboration server

•

FileZilla - FTP client

•

MediaWiki - information sharing platform

Open source IT security
•

Smoothwall - firewall and security tools

•

Wireshark (originally named Ethereal) - security application

•

KeePass - password management

•

Clam AV - antivirus software

Images/multi-media
•

GIMP - image processing/graphics editing

•

VLC - multimedia file playback

•

Ogg - open video and audio codecs

•

Blender - animation and video editor

Open source development tools
•

Ruby on Rails - rapid web application development

•

Eclipse - integrated development environment

Open source Licenses:
•

MIT licence,

•

Apache licence

•

Creative Commons licenses.
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Before downloading and installing open source software, you should carry out the same
due diligence as you would for proprietary applications.

2.6 Future of Open Source
The open source is becoming popular day by day and hence the participation of various
developers/programmers is increasing. The majority of the programmers involved in
the process, like to work because it is opportunity for them to show their skills. The
participation and collaboration gives them work satisfaction.
Open source has changed the internet and it has encouraged the participation to develop
the code and application for better functioning of various tools and programs and
overall betterment of internet.
Digital Ocean published a report in 2019 by surveying 5800 developers worldwide to
check the future of open source community. As per their findings, the open source will
sustain in the future, the community will get bigger and bigger as new ideas are
welcomed by the members of the community and big players like Microsoft, Google,
Facebook Apple and Amazon will have their influence on open source applications.
The main concerns they cited involved possible self-serving intentions from big
companies, the use of restrictive licenses that give large organizations unfair
competitive advantage, and overall trust of large corporations, the report found.
Some experts believe that the tremendous speed of internet will create huge amount of
data and new tools will be required to process that data. Open source has to be reactive
to this new development. We already use so many and various apps. In future those
apps will be smarter and open source will give that space to develop smarter apps. With
the latest technology, open source will try to create apps with more human touch. In
future software will be more important than the hardware, the vehicle to deliver. Open
source software is going to be a catalyst in this process. In future, the software will be
less reactive and more predictive. Technology will be more and more personalized and
predictive. Open source will be trusted by the masses to bring this change. E.g. with
Amazon Prime and Netflix, film viewing has already become a personalized content
consumption.
In future, open source will be driven by necessity and that will be no longer just as an
option. Corporations will need to utilize open source to stay relevant.
References: please visit following website to get more information:
https://opensource.com/resources
https://www.nibusinessinfo.co.uk/content/open-source-licensing-and-legal-issues
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https://www.wired.com/story/wired-guide-open-source-software/
https://creativecommons.org/
https://www.redhat.com/en/topics/open-source/what-is-open-source
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/the-future-of-open-source-3-discoveries/
https://www.openlogic.com/blog/future-open-source-software-development

2.7 Check your progress
1. What do you understand by open source?
2. What are the advantages of open source?
3.Write a note on Creative Commons open license.
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Unit-3: New Media and Ethics
3.1

Learning Objective

3.2

Introduction

3.3

News Media and ethics

3.4

Nature of New Media and ethical issues

3.5

New media and ethics

3.6

Cyber Laws

3.6.1 Need of cyber laws
3.7 Ethics of the corporate houses?
3.8 Check your progress

3.1 Learning Objectives
After completion of this unit you will able to understand;
 The ethics of the journalism in news media
 The ethical issues related to the new media
 To take account of some of the examples to get the deeper idea
With above mentioned objectives, this unit will help you to understand the details about
open source, why it is becoming more popular and what is the future of the open source

3.2 Introduction
We have been discussing all about new media and how new technology is affecting us.
We have now understood that the new media is different from traditional news media.
In case of new/digital media, information spread with tremendous speed, it can be
shared in real time and it is highly interactive, needs no investment or infrastructure.
With these characteristics, new media platforms are unique as compared to traditional
mass media.
New media is related to online journalism, citizen journalism, blogging, and video and
photojournalism. With the new technology, users can write-shoot-record-edit-share and
interact on new media platforms.It has empowered the common man. Common people,
common user without having any knowledge of journalism and news may post and
share news and their views on new media platforms. It is democratization of
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communication media in true sense. Technology has given power to powerless. New
media is giving space to the voiceless to express their voice. And it reaches to
thousands of other readers at the same time. Everything is on your fingertips and
literally in your pocket.
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Blogger and these days Whatsapp are some of the
popular online platforms used by netizens (citizens of online platforms) to express their
views. But whenany platform which is easily available, affordable and accessible to
users it may be misused by its users and on the second hand these above mentioned
platforms manipulate their users data/content available on those platforms.
All this is good when it is used for a good cause. Many non-governmental organizations
get support and financial help for their work through these new online platforms.
Crowd-funding is an example. (a group, a project, a person, an organization can raise
funds online by appealing to the users for the cause. It is an online fund generation
system) But, think about the situation where something wrong/fake is shared on new
media platform, it can be dangerous to the society. In 2014, a Muslim IT professional
got killed for sharing picture ‘containing alleged derogatory references to’ the great
Maratha warrior king Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj on social media platform in Pune
(news from the newspaper DNA). It created tensions between the Hindu and Muslim
communities in the city for some time. There are many such examples we can check.
Mass media has responsibilities and credibility over new media platforms. It is mainly
because of its nature.
Internet has taken a front seat and it has changed all walks of life including news
consumption. So the rules which were applicable to mass media or traditional news
media do they apply on new/digital platforms? Is it possible to apply some rule on new
media platforms?

3.3

News Media and Ethics

Let’s first understand what are ethics? Oxford online dictionary defines it as ‘a set of
moral principles, especially ones relating to or affirming a specified group, field, or
form of conduct’. So there should be rules about what to do and what not to do
applicable to the person or any organization. As it applies to personal life is equally
applicable to any profession. In news media, ethics are far more important than any
other professions because it deals with the people’s brain, emotions and minds. It gives
shape and direction to the thoughts and emotions. Therefor ethical practice in news
business is considered very crucial and far more important than any other profession.
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Journalism or traditional news media is expected to work ideally with following ethics
all over the world. And the ethics for news media are:
1. Accountability: This is one of the most important rules any journalist should
follow. Journalists should be responsible for the news/information they are sharing.
Also, they should be ready to face the consequences. News media house are
accountable for the news.
2. Factual: News should be based on facts and not on opinions. Fact based news is
more reliable. Journalists should ideally write as per the facts and should not assume
anything.
3. Fairness: Journalists are supposed to be fair while they are presenting facts. They
should be neutral.
4. Objectivity: Journalist should not take sides and ideally should present both the
sides of the story. Also they should avoid the stories in which they have vested
interests.
5. Truth: Journalists should write the truth, nothing less than that. They should not
spread the information which is fake or misleading. Journalists are expected to give
accurate news. Accuracy is one of the key elements in news business.

3.4

Nature of New Media and ethical issues

We already know what the new media is. We have checked out why it is known as new
media as compared to traditional media. But still with the ethical angel let’s check some
of the major characteristics of new media:
1. Anonymity: Online users can hide their identity and still share the information.
Many Facebook pages are with odd/different names, which do not disclose the
writer’s identity. And still those pages get thousands of likes. We can talk about a
post on Whatsapp, many a times we receive some messages, without knowing the
original author we as a receiver do share such message with others. Thus, online new
media platforms lack accountability.
2. Tremendous Speed: Information travels with super tremendous speed through the
online platforms. Thus, it may increase the possibility of fake information or rumors.
During the early days of Covid-19, you must have read/seen such ‘viral’ messages
regarding the remedies of covid-19. This fast travelling information get good
coverage/space on mass media. Traditional news organization may run these rumors
and add into the confusion. There is no control over the speed and hence the
competition of ‘tej’ ‘sabse tej’ or ‘sabse aage’ will always be there.
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3. Spontaneous and real-time responses: The nature of new media encourages the
spontaneous and real-time responses and interactions on events/news from the users
on their platforms. This may result into partial, ill-informed opinions which lack of
understanding of the issue. This may hurt the sentiments of others; fake information
can be spread and also may lack objectivity.
4. Open to all: As new media is open to all without any kind of limitation, anyone and
everyone can create and share the content. In other words there is no gatekeeping
like mass media. This may lead to absence of accountability and lack of accuracy.
Not all have good purpose to share the information.
5. Multifunctional: New media gives space to text, video, audio and illustrations.
Many things can be done at the same time. This not only adds value to the content
but also makes the content reader-friendly and attractive use.
6. Network: New media forms the network across the globe without any barrier.
Anyone having internet can communicate with anybody. Thus, as Marshall
McLuhan has said world has become global village in true sense.
Once we understand the concept of new media with above mentioned characteristics
and the basic nature of the new media then we can study the ethical angel of new media
better. The nature of new media makes it difficult to apply same ethical values of mass
media to it. Following are the problems new media may face regarding the ethics:
1.

Because of the anonymity, it is difficult to fix the responsibility of the content. The
accuracy can be a big issue with anonymity. And because the identities are not
disclosed, it may lead to irresponsible and harmful content generation.

2.

As the interactions are taking place in real time on online platforms and content is
generating with super high speed, this may result into false, misleading information
and rumors.

3.

New media is open to all and there are no restriction this may also mean that there
is no one responsible for the content. This creates the issues of credibility.Fixing
the errors can be another problem with the new media.

4.

New media encourages people to express themselves. This may lead to opinion and
partisan journalism along the fake and false information.

5.

With the help of new advanced applications new media can be misused by
morphing the pictures, mixing different audio files, tempering the video and leads
to manipulation of the content.
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There are some other issues involved with this. With above mentioned points you have
understood that it is not easy to discuss ethical angel of new media as compared to mass
media.

2.5 New media and ethics
You must have read stories about how two people met online and their ‘friendship’ led
to financial fraud. Also you must have read stories about how online buying have ended
up with financial fraud. These are not new stories. Many such things keep happening
due to increasing use of online platforms and risks involved with them.
Fake Information:
Untrue, fabricated information or stories or hoaxes are spread to misinform readers this
is known as false information. It is deliberately done either to push political agenda or
to do business by getting more hits/clicks. News from traditional media can be more
reliable and trustworthy but news or information which we get through new online
platforms cannot be trusted. The sources are not always credible. And this has been a
serious issue since 2017. To get financial (by getting more hits/likes/views) or political
benefits false information is spread by giving false facts and misleading headlines.
There are various types of false or fake news. Following are some of the major
examples:
1. Clickbait
You must have come across, the news with catchy and sensational headlines. Those
websites or those news items are considered as fake. It is a deliberate act to gain
more traffic on your websites. E.g. Article with the headline ‘Drink this for 3 months
to look younger by 10 years’ could be false information.
2. Propaganda
Many political stories on various online platforms are created to push the political
agenda and those can be misleading and misinforming. E.g. many such items were in
news during U.S. Presidential Election 2020.
Indian president Kovind garners 3 million new followers in an hour on Twitter
This was the story run by popular news channel in India. The story looked very
impressive. But the truth was revealed soon. The reason for this rise is President
inherits the @RashtrapatiBhvn handle and the new account starts with zero tweets
and all followers from the previous account. So, the new president Kovind inherited
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the followers of former President Pranav Mukherjee. Hence it appeared that the new
President gained huge followers in just few minutes.
3. Imposter Content:
This is the type of fake news where the source of the news/information looks like
credible or genuine. But in reality the source is false and may misguide the readers.
The source of the news could be pttnews.com instead of ptinews.com. As the source
of the (false) information looks like genuine readers may fall for that. This is known
as imposter content. Imposter takes advantage of the reputed and trustworthy news
sources and presents the stories which are false.
4. Misleading content
In this type of fake news the misleading information is used to create some
unnecessary issue out of it to get some benefits. This may create biased public
opinion and hamper the other party in the context.
e.g. Before the release of the film Chhapak, actress Deepika Padukone visited the
JNU students who were agitating against the government. During this the (fake)
information was in news that the acid attacker who was Nadeem Khan (Muslim) was
changed to Babu/Ramesh (Hindu) in the film. It unnecessarily created the ruckus
and some also demanded to ban the movie.
5. Parody
The news items or information presented with some satire or comedy then it is
known as parody. It is another type of fake news. This is not harmful as compared to
other types of fake news. There are many Facebook pages and Youtube channels do
this kind of parody. This is a harsh commentary on society, politics/politicians, and
celebrities and sometimes even on media. Youtube channel kroordarshan, So Sorry,
cartoon series by India Today Group are some of such examples.
6. Fake Reviews
Whenever we go for online shopping we do check the reviews and it matters to us as
buyers. Taking advantage of this habit of Indian buyers, many e-Commerce, emarketing websites and blogs do get fake reviews for their service or product. They
pay for those fake reviews. Therefore there are new companies which have started
this ‘service’ of providing fake service to the interested clients. Lots of ‘work from
home’ offers of online jobs are associated with this type of work. This is another
practice frequent on new media and has ethics involved in it.
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Popular Pop singer Badshaha from India was accused for getting fake and paid
followers on social media handle.
7. Plagiarism
In case of online platforms and content generation there is another practice which is
considered as ethically wrong and that is plagiarism. According to the MerriamWebster online dictionary, to "plagiarize" means: to steal and pass off (the ideas or
words of another) as one's own. It is about using another’s work without giving
credit to the original source. There are various types of plagiarism. It is not a crime
but serious threat to the original work of the writer and hence considered as fraud
and unethical practice.
There is direct plagiarism where word-to-word is being copied. Second type of
plagiarism is self, where already published work is being used to republish as new
work. The third type is Mosaic plagiarism, where taking phrases from the source
without giving proper citation and writing with synonyms words by keeping the
general structure same. The forth type is called as accidental plagiarism in which the
citation, quotes are not given and content is copied in different words without giving
the credit to the original source.
In academic and research work plagiarism is an issue. But thanks to the new
technology there are many tools and software are available to check the plagiarism
and its quantity also.
8. Phishing Mails
This is the most common practice on many online platforms and it is dangerous for
the users. There are hackers who have knowledge of how to use and misuse the new
technology. These smart online thieves steal your data, personal information, bank
account details, passwords and pan card and other sensitive and important
information. Phishing is the way hackers steal your information through sending
simple and convincing mail. The design of the mail looks like authentic coming
from some government agency or bank. Receiver is asked to click on given link and
through this malware may get installed in the system (your mobile, computer or
laptop) and all the sensitive and important data can be stolen.
9. Privacy and Cookie
When you visit any website you must have received the option/dialog box of
cookies. You have to accept those cookies to enjoy all the content of the website.
For some it a tool to get the best experience and customized content of the website
and for some it is invasion of privacy as cookies can keep track of your virtual
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movement. CookieCentral.com defines cookies as the pieces of information
generated by a Web server and stored in the user’s computer, ready for future access.
In simpler words it is unique identity which web server places on your computer and
can be used to retrieve your records from the database.
It offers personalized pages on the website, saves your searched items in online
shopping along with prices and it enhances the internet experience for you.
On the other side it is said that many organizations use cookies to track the virtual
movement of the users. Some cookies are also known as persistent cookies as they
may last for years in your system and online handles.
These are the major ethical issues one has to face when using online platforms. The
nature of online platforms creates the ethical issues.

3.6 Cyber Laws
When we use various online platforms we are using cyber space. And to keep eye no
cyber criminals there are cyber laws. All the internet users come under the ambit of
these laws as it carries a kind of worldwide jurisdiction. Cyber laws deals with the legal
issue related with internet and all the activities on the internet. The website
legalserviceindia.com gives all the necessary details of the cyber laws.
Though Cyber Crime is not defined in Information Technology Act 2000, National
Cyber Security Policy 2013, and also not any other regulation in India but still it can be
understood as the crime involved computer and internet technology. The I.T. Act
defines a computer, computer network, data, information and all other necessary
ingredients that form part of a cybercrime.
Cyber space includes computers, networks, softwares, data storage devices(such as hard
disks, USB disks etc), the internet, websites, emails and even electronic devices such as
cell phones, ATM machines etc.
Cyber law consists of laws related to crime, electronic and digital signatures,
intellectual property and data protection and privacy.
Cyber stalking, impersonation, loss of privacy and transmission of obscene material and
harassment with the use of computer these are some of the cyber-crimes against
individuals.
Unauthorized computer trespassing, computer vandalism, transmission of harmful
programmes, siphoning of funds from financial institutions, stealing secret information
& data and copyright these are some of the cyber-crime against property.
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Hacking of government websites, cyber extortion, cyber terrorism and computer c
viruses these are some of the cyber-crimes against government.
Logic bombs, spamming virus, worms, trojan horse, email abuse are some of the other
examples of cyber-crime.

3.6.2 Need For Cyber Law in India:
Todays in the internet and smart phone age, the world is becoming digital. Users are
smart and hence the criminals are also become smarter. Internet are developed as the
information sharing tool and mobile phone was invented as a communication tool but
the advanced technology and new innovation has changed everything. Now it is no
more about just information and communication. With more and more e-commerce, ebusiness, e-governance, e-learning and e-recruitment, internet has touched all spheres
of human lives and therefore created some legal issues. As we are living highly
digitalized world, we need some legal protection from the legal issues.
Use of ATMs, internet banking, mobile banking, online shopping, e-form filling have
given birth to cybercrimes like online banking frauds, online share trading fraud, source
code theft, credit card fraud, tax evasion, virus attacks, cyber sabotage, phishing
attacks, email hijacking, denial of service, hacking, pornography etc.
In India, we have Information Technology Act, 2000 which give protection against
cybercrime. The main purpose of the Act is to provide legal recognition to electronic
commerce and to facilitate filing of electronic records with the Government.
None of the existing laws gave any legal validity or sanction to the activities in
Cyberspace. For example, email has no validity and sanction in the law of court. It is
simply because there is no specific law having been enacted by the Parliament. As such
the need has arisen for Cyber law.

3.7 Ethics and the corporate media houses
Along with above mentioned points, there is another ethical angle associated with new
media. Online platforms are they safe? Is our data/personal information is safe? Are we
under surveillance all the time? Are they really free? Are they doing social service by
giving space to express? All these questions are related to ethics but not from the user’s
point of view. All the online platforms have terms and conditions, but as users we
generally never read all the conditions and accept everything they say and start using
the service. Taking advantage of this, many online platforms, apps are using user’s data
for their business. They have access to the user’s information and they track your online
activities.
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Online platforms like Facebook, Blogger, Twitter, Instagram and WhatsApp and many
others, available to all, and they may claim that they are there to give you free space to
express and share. Still we should not forget that these are big private corporations and
they are not here to do social service but they are here to make profits.
Books like ‘When Google met Wikileaks’ and ‘Cypherpunks’ by Julian Assange, ‘No
Place to Hide: Edward Snowden, the NSA, and the U.S. Surveillance State’ by Glenn
Greenwald, ‘Permanent Record’ by Edward Snowden, ‘The Shallows: What the
Internet is Doing to Our Brains’ by Nicholas Carr and ‘Anti-social media: How
Facebook Disconnects us and Undermines Democracy’ by Siva Vaidhyanathan and
many more talk about how these corporations are collecting and selling the huge data of
their users to other big corporations.
Whatsapp Controversy:
WhatsApp and Instagram are now owned by Facebook. In India, Facebook has 346
million users, Instagram has 140 million users and WhatsApp has 340 million users.
Imagine a company having access to the information of 826 million users in total in
India. Is it not scary? The controversy regarding the WhatsApp’s new privacy policies
is all about this. The WhatsApp’s new policy on one hand says that ‘nothing you share
on WhatsApp, including your messages, photos, and account information, will be
shared onto Facebook or any of our other family of apps for others to see, and nothing
you post on those apps will be shared on WhatsApp for others to see’ and on the other
hand they say, ‘we collect service-related, diagnostic, and performance information.
This includes information about your activity (such as how you use our Services, how
you interact with others using our Services, and the like), log files, and diagnostic,
crash, website, and performance logs and reports’. This means you are being monitored
by them. Whatsapp’s new policy also says that ‘We may use the information we receive
from them (Facebook Family), and they may use the information we share with them,
to help operate, provide, improve, understand, customize, support, and market our
Services and their offerings’. This means WhatsApp can share your information with
Facebook and Facebook can use this information with other companies. Whatsapp also
says that they work with third party providers to help them operate, provide, improve,
understand, customize, support and market their services and that third party can use
information of the users.
Status put by WhatsApp in Indian in January 2021
Everything may lead to serious threat to your personal information and safety. Like
well-known author George Orwell has described in his popular novel 1984 (written in
1949), the Big Brother is always watching you. In modern times, there are many big
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brothers who are always watching you through your online activities. Your online
activities are being monitored by these apps, online services and new media.
With these points you now must have understood the importance of ethical issues, the
complications, and need of strict cyber laws in India. On personal level ethics can be
subjective but on larger scale and in public life, ethical issues cannot be ignored.
Personal information, privacy and safety should be respected by the new media and
also by users. New media has to be used with responsibility and with great care. We
could be victim of big giants and at certain level we cannot avoid that, if we want to use
their services but what we as users can certainly avoid victimization of others by using
new media in a responsible way.
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3.8 Check your progress
1. What do you understand fake news and what are its impact?
2. Discuss why ethical issues are complicated in case of new media.
3. Write the need of cyber law.
4. How WhatsApp can misuse your information?
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Unit - 4: Basics of web writing: writing techniques, liking
storytelling and structures
4.1

Learning Objective

4.2

Introduction

4.3

Basics of Web Writing

4.3.1 Principles of Web or Blog Design
4.3.2 Examples
4.4

Digital Storytelling

4.5

Digital Storytelling Formats

4.5.1 Tools used for digital storytelling
4.6 Check your progress

4.1 Learning Objectives
Following are the learning objectives of this unit
 To learn how to write for the website
 To understand the digital storytelling formats
 To study the different writing formats
With above mentioned objectives, this unit will help you to understand the details about
websites and blogs, importance of the design of the websites and other related issues.

4.2 Introduction
Whenever we search for anything on the search engine we get lots of websites as
suggestions. These suggestions are based on the SEO-Search Engine Optimization. In
simple words and vaguely it means that the suggestive websites are best suitable for the
words we have searched for. It is based on the key words given by the websites. For
any website, its design and its content are two basic things which make the website
effective or reader-friendly. But there many other important factors which decide the
impact of the website on the readers. Let’s try to understand that.
What is website? It is a set of different informative pages. The first page is known as
home page. And this page decides the impact of the entire website. A website can be
maintained by a person, a group or by an organization. A good website attracts the
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visitors again and again. It fulfills the purpose of visiting the pages and satisfies the
needs of the users.
A clear objective, useful content, appealing design and easy navigation, these are some
of the characteristics of a good website. All these characteristics are applicable to blog
also. Blog is nothing but an electronic-diary of one’s thoughts, emotions, creativity and
talent. One can have a blog on any subject/theme. A good website or blog will help to
increase the visitors and that may give you an opportunity to earn through the
website/blog.
Website or blog have a lot of content. How should it be managed? There are many
content management systems (CMS) available. As the name suggests, it does help to
manage the web content. User can create, edit, publish and share the information
through this CMS. Some of the popular CMS examples are Wordpress, Drupal, and
Google’s Blogger. Anyone with basic information about these platforms can start
his/her website or blog.
We are going to take more information about this in this unit.

4.3

Basics of Web Writing

Writing for a web is completely different from writing for a newspaper. The online
attention span of reading is much less than reading the newspaper, one has to keep this
thing in mind. Readers do read the newspaper but the readers of the website, they
simply scan the pages and if they find it useful then only they spend time on it. As per
the subject/theme, the suitable language has to be used and it will be very effective.
Considering the reading span and style of reading, one has to follow some rules to
make reader-friendly website/blog. Following are some tips for writing for web:
1.

Use simple language: Website or blog is not a place to show your vocabulary
skills. Keeping you average reader in mind, the language has to be very simple.
Avoid jargons. (specific occupational words)

2.

Simple sentences and short paragraphs: When writing for any website or blog
we have to write simple and short sentences. This makes reading more comfortable
and easy. Short paragraphs will help readers to spend more time on your website as
reading is not a tiring job here.

3.

Giving proper headlines and sub-headlines: Short paragraphs should have
proper headlines and wherever necessary sub-headlines. This will help your reader
to understand the various points with ease. Readers will enjoy this structure as it is
easy to read and will look simple.
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4.

Using active voice: Like newspaper language, for website too, we have to use
active voice to create an impact. E.g. ‘We offer a special price’ is always better
structure than ‘the special price is being offered (by them)’

5.

Using images/graphics/multimedia: Use of interesting and suitable images,
graphics and multimedia make the website visually appealing and reader-friendly.

6.

Use Bullets and numbers: Writing with bullet points always makes the reading
more fun and easy. Use of bullets and numbers in writing saves the time of the
reader and improve the chances of greater engagement.

7.

Inverted Pyramid: Like newspaper, the writing of the story should follow the rule
of inverted pyramid. Begin the story with the most important or interesting points.

8.

Content is the king: Yes, though it is a clishe` it is true. You have to provide
something unique to the readers then only they will visit your website. If there is
nothing new, no one will show any interest in the website/blog.

9.

Interesting headlines: Giving interesting headlines is the key factor to engage the
reader on the website/blog. Ask to take an action, this makes more impact.

e.g. Do these three thing to look young

4.3.1 Principles of Web or Blog Design
When we are working on any website or blog following are the basic points we should
keep in mind.
1. Purpose: The purpose of the website/blog should be very clear. If it is about news or
food or automobiles, it should be visible on the home page and also in the name of
the site/blog.
2. Your Audience: You must know your audience to write accordingly. The use of
language, use of images could be different for different audience.
3. Check the resources: Before you start any website/blog you have to ensure the
budget (if you need any) material, (images, text, videos, music etc.) time you can
devote and other related thing.
4. Relevant: This is one of the important factors. The content, design and structure of a
website should be relevant with the time.
5. Interactive: The website should be interactive. It should be well connected with
other social media platforms to increase the visibility of the website. Readers should
get a chance to give their response to the website/content.
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6. Dynamic: The design of the website should be dynamic and not static. The content
and design should change with time to time to keep the readers updated. It should be
moving. E.g. If you have a blog on tourism and you have to post about the reopening
of the tourist places after historic lockdown and other latest developments.
7. Use of proper white space: You can develop your own website or blog with almost
free or minimal cost, but that does not mean we have to use every little space. Use of
proper white space gives space to eye-movement. It looks nice.

DO’s in web page design


Plan the web site structure and navigation



Keep the layout simple and intuitive



Use the same general style throughout



Add standard navigation tools to each page



Include copyright and contact information on each page



Use original or free graphics



Use images wisely and keep file size small for fast download



Respect copyright and intellectual property rights



Always state the source of all materials used



Spell check and proofread each page

DON’Ts in web page design


Don’t crowd your pages – balance text, graphics and space



Don’t overuse graphics, animations and other bleeding edge technology – use
them to support and enhance but not to overpower your work



Don’t use background that distracts the user or makes text unreadable



Don’t use blinking or glowing text for emphasis



Don’t use long paragraphs of text – divide them into readable chunks



Don’t create dead end pages, which have no links to any other local page in the
site



Don’t design for a specific browser
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4.3.2 Check these websites as an example
One is about Odisha Tourism and second is Times of India. This is not to compare
because, their purpose, audience, priority are completely different from each other. But
we can observe these two websites as examples of structure, design, use of multimedia,
use of white space and interactivity.

4.4

Digital Storytelling

Do you like to listen to stories? Yes. We all like to listen to stories irrespective of our
age and education. In modern times, the major information source – internet- also tells
us stories. The websites present their content/information through interesting
storytelling formats. It helps to generate curiosity about the website and the content. It
helps to connect the readers emotionally. And it also helps to hold the attention of the
audience. Hence digital storytelling is considered as crucial. Computer based
storytelling is known as digital storytelling.
It is interesting as well as challenging at the same time. There are various tools
available to develop digital storytelling and that is why it is interesting. But for the
users, he/she has to think about the story at multiple levels at once. Like, thinking about
the story with words, ideas, images, structure, interactions, audio, video, news, musical
piece and this makes it challenging. The difference between television, print and new
media story presentation is, for television you just have to show or tell. For print it is all
about writing and explaining. But for online/new media it is all about showing, telling,
connecting with the other users, demonstrating and interacting at the same time.
‘Digital storytelling combines the art of telling stories with a variety of digital
multimedia, such as images, audio, and video. Just about all digital stories bring
together some mixture of digital graphics, text, recorded audio narration, video and
music to present information on a specific topic.’(Robin, 2008)

4.5

Digital Storytelling Formats

Following are some of the popular digital storytelling formats.
1.

PrintPlus

This is the basic form of online journalism, used by every major news site. The form
is built around a text article, often one that was not a specifically written for the online
medium, such as a newspaper story. Other elements — such as photos, links and
videos — are then added to the page containing the story. The form is efficient for
resource-strapped news organizations, making it easy to slap together an alreadyOdisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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written article with a clip from TV.But the form doesn't take full advantage of the
medium. It is primarily a way to repackage news produced by traditional media.
2.

Slideshows

Slideshows are more than just an easy way to present multiple images about an event.
The form can be used to tell stories all by itself, by combining descriptive photos and
using the caption field to convey additional information. Rather than just throwing
together a bunch of interesting photos, select photos that will, when placed in a certain
order, tell a cohesive story — creating a type of photo essay. When done right, this is
one of the effective ways of using the Web to tell stories.
3.

Audio Stories

Audio can be an incredibly powerful way to tell a story. There is a reason radio didn’t
disappear after TV came along; a reason NPR is so popular. Use audio when there are
sounds that can’t be described in words; where the way a person says something adds
meaning that the words alone can’t convey. Don't just hotlink text to a sound clip of a
quote. Use photos of the speakers to draw users in. And use audio in creative ways, to
bring the impact.
4.

Live Chats

Chats may not seem like storytelling, but they can be. When moderated properly, live
chats are an interactive version of the Q&A story format, where the readers are asking
the questions. This can be a very powerful way to convey information because the
readers create and give shape to the story by asking different questions. Of course,
many online chats are either not moderated at all or are poorly moderated, and as a
result are nearly worthless.
5.

Quizzes & Surveys

These too may not seem like storytelling, but the forms can be used to do so. Rather
than just make a quiz as a fun aside to a story, an entire story can be told through the
quiz format by breaking the information into questions and answers. This can be very
effective because it engages the reader.
6.

Animated Stories

Stories can be told entirely through animation. This is a great way to tell stories
visually when there are no photos or video. Animation without any story may kill the
impact of other important stories and may distract the readers. So, one has to avoid
overuse of it. Storytelling telling with animation goes well with infographics, satire or
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humorous stories. When you want to recreate an event that has motion or action, to
show how something happened or works then animation can be the best tool to use.
7.

Interactive videos

Business2Community.com describes interactive videos. This type of video allows
uses to click, hover and swipe, scroll and drag video. This creates a more unique and
fun video experiences. The common functions used are hotspots, branching and 360
video. Here hotspots mean the clickable areas within the video. Branching is
customization of content based on viewer preferences. And when viewer can look up,
down, left and right in the video is called as 360 video. This is becoming popular in
the brand and advertising world.
8.

Multimedia

Many online platforms use multimedia to tell the story. It simply means the
combination of photo, audio, video, animation and clickable graphs including small
quiz.Using multimedia one can create comprehensive interactive package that tell
stories in ways no other medium can.
9.

Stories with Swipeable slides

Telling story horizontally is one of the interesting ways in these days. In this format,
the slide, which can be swiped are used with text and engaging visuals or video. One
can zoom in these slides with a tap. Instagram has popularized this storytelling format.
This format can be used to tell personal, business as well as social stories.
10.

Inforgraphic

An infographic is a collection of imagery, charts, and minimal text that gives an easy
to-understand overview of a topic. In simple words it is visual representation of
information and data. It is used to give information in a fun and attractive way. These
days, newspapers and news channels are using infographics to make their stories more
reader-friendly. Infographics use striking, engaging visuals to communicate
information quickly and clearly.

4.5.1 Tools used for digital storytelling
Following are some of the popular digital storytelling tools and apps.
1.

Web Stories

It is the tapable story format introduced by the most popular search engine, Google. It is
accessible to creators and readers alike. The Stories are visually-rich and load fullOdisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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screen on mobile. Stories produce immersive experiences, and are attention-grabbing,
and score high on user-engagement metrics.
2.

Instagram Stories

Instagram stories says, ‘Stories are a quick, easy way to share moments and
experiences. Use text, music, stickers and GIFs to bring your story to life. Make any
moment more fun with effects like Boomerang and Superzoom. Add the Questions
sticker and other interactive features to your Stories to share and get feedback from
friends. Share your Stories for more than 24 hours by posting them as Highlights on
your Profile.’
3.

Visual Stories

Visualstories.com showcases fresh Web Stories from multitude of websites, in a clean
layout designed to find your focus and make for a relaxing reading experience. Read
without distraction on any device. Immerse yourself in great content. The tool is simple
to use with extensive customization options, so anybody from bloggers to content
marketers, can use it efficiently to create visually-rich Stories.
4.

Slide-story

Slide-story allows you to combine picture slideshows with voice narration. Each picture
in a slideshow has an accompanying voice narrated mp3 audio file, optional tags, and
text caption.
5.

Bubblr

This is a community where people can create comic-strips (photonovels) using photos
from flickr, just taking a sequence of pictures where you can add bubbles and create a
story.
6.

Storybird

It lets anyone make visual stories in seconds. We curate artwork from illustrators
around the world and inspire writers of any age to turn those images into original
stories. It's a simple idea that has attracted millions of writers, readers, and artists to our
platform. Families and friends, teachers and students, and amateurs and professionals
have created more than 30 million stories—making Storybird one of the world's largest
storytelling communities.
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7.

Puppet Pal

Create your own unique shows with animation and audio in real time! Simply pick out
your actors and backdrops, drag them on to the stage, and tap record. Your movements
and audio will be recorded in real time for playback later. This app is as fun as your
own creativity.
As a communicator we must understand the importance of websites, blog, writing for
webs, digital storytelling and its various formats. To connect with the readers it is
critical to give them compelling content in a most attractive manner. With the help of
new media it is possible unless we have enough knowledge of available resources. New
media is a boon if used professionally on right time and on the right way.

4.6 Check your progress
1. Give importance of a website. Give suitable example.
2. Explain important points about writing for the web.
3. Write short notes on Infographics.
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